
 

Spiderman is the hero of everyone, but not for one reason or another. There are plenty of them out there, but Spiderman has
something special. He really does have web slinging down pat, but he also has super senses that allow him to dodge any
incoming blows. He's an underdog who's always learning and getting better at his craft. Unfortunately, that makes him a bit too
cocky for his own good sometimes.. Peter Parker (Garfield) is a photographer for the Daily Bugle. When he takes pictures of an
unknown scientist experimenting on humans, the scientist attacks him and leaves him with strange powers. He quickly becomes
Spiderman and sets out to find the evil scientist to make him pay. As soon as Peter becomes Spiderman, Gwen Stacy (Stone)
comes into the picture. She is instantly smitten with Peter, but she doesn't realize his alter-ego yet. It's not long before she finds
out though. Gwen doesn't know exactly what is going on with Spiderman. She believes that he is a masked burglar. Spiderman's
arch enemy is the Lizard. Dr. Connors used to be a friend of Peter's Aunt May, but he became obsessed with re-growing his arm
after an accident. In the process, he turned himself into a lizard/human hybrid who craves blood and destruction... Released on
October 2, 2012, The Amazing Spider-Man was originally planned as a reboot of the Spider-Man franchise. The movie was
directed by Marc Webb and featured the first live-action performance of Andrew Garfield as Spider-Man since Tobey
Maguire's portrayal of the character in Sam Raimi's 2002 film. Casting for the film began in 2011 with top stars including
Emma Stone, Rhys Ifans, Denis Leary, Martin Sheen, John Benjamin Hickey and Sally Fields joining the cast. Four sequels
followed. The Amazing Spider-Man was released on Blu-ray Disc and DVD on October 2, 2012 after hitting theatres eight days
earlier. The disc contains one single audio track in English at 192 kbps bitrate as well as subtitles in English SDH and Spanish.
DVD extras include three commentary tracks (Pilot, the Green Goblin and Lizard, technical and costume-design). The disc has
no DVD-ROM features. The Amazing Spider-Man was released on 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray on December 13, 2017 after hitting
theatres two months earlier. The 4K disc contains the same extras as the Blu-ray while also including Dolby Atmos audio in
English 5.1, Dolby Surround in English 7.1 and Spanish 5.1, along with subtitles in English SDH and Spanish.
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